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Cutback in budget hits JSU

By CHUCK AVERY

Dr. Ernest Stone provided several interesting facts about the current financial situation at Jacksonville State during an interview last week. He said that the university currently operates on a $34 million budget. Gov. James is now asking for a ten percent reduction for next year. This would be approximately $1.1 million cut from the 1979-80 school budget. The cuts have been made in all areas of the university, including personnel, supplies, and equipment. The salaries of university personnel will not be cut, but filling vacancies on staff will be postponed.

The educational funding for next year will not go to the university and leads to the administration's indirect control over most areas of spending. The activity fee would provide funds directly to the student body and allow the SGA more latitude to spend the money on any reasonable projects that the students want.

The Student Government Association of Jacksonville State University has proposed an amendment to the constitution of the SGA to allow for the collection of a Student Activity Fee. The student body of JSU must approve this amendment for it to become a part of the constitution. In order that you the students of JSU might have full knowledge of the costs and benefits of such a program, we have organized the following list of questions and answers concerning the fee.

Q: How much will the Activity Fee cost per student and how will it be collected?
A: The proposed fee would be $10 per student per semester and would be added to the bill mailed out by JSU's business office. Mini or summer sessions would cost less.

Q: When will the fee take effect?
A: The fee would first be collected in the fall semester of 1979. Fees would then be collected each subsequent semester.

Q: Why does JSU need an activity fee?
A: This question is probably the most important of all. JSU now operates on a system that allots the SGA $X per year. This appropriation comes from the general fund of the university and leads to the administration's indirect control over most areas of spending. The activity fee would provide funds directly from the student body and allow the SGA more latitude to spend the money on any reasonable projects that the students want.

Q: Will the fee result in any new or improved programs?
A: The fee will provide the SGA with much more money than is presently allotted. These funds will be used to expand student services and activities to a level more compatible with the third largest university in Alabama. Bigger and better concerts, lectures and movies will be noticeable improvements. Also, new services are under construction.

Q: Will my BEOG grant cover the fee?
A: Yes. Since BEOG is awarded based on the cost of attending JSU, any rise in your grant will be adjusted.

Q: Who will have to pay the fee?
A: Presently the program calls for all students to pay. Any student, full or part time, who is able to use the services should be expected to pay his/her share of the cost.

Q: A finance committee under the supervision of the SGA and the administration will divide the receipts among presently recognized activities such as the SGA and Chanticleer. New proposals will be considered if submitted by resolution of the SGA or any responsible club or campus organization. The finance committee will be composed of representatives from the SGA, faculty, and the president and treasurer of the SGA.

Q: Will a BEOG grant cover the fee?
A: Yes. Since BEOG is awarded based on the cost of attending JSU, any rise in your grant will be adjusted.

Q: Who will have to pay the fee?
A: Presently the program calls for all students to pay. Any student, full or part time, who is able to use the services should be expected to pay his/her share of the cost.

Q: A finance committee under the supervision of the SGA and the administration will divide the receipts among presently recognized activities such as the SGA and Chanticleer. New proposals will be considered if submitted by resolution of the SGA or any responsible club or campus organization. The finance committee will be composed of representatives from the SGA, faculty, and the president and treasurer of the SGA.

Q: Will I be able to vote?
A: The amendment will appear on the ballot with the general SGA senator elections on April 4, 1979. Be sure to turn out and vote your conviction for the candidates and on this important issue.

Afro-American annual awards banquet held
SGA allocates funds

By JANAM. MOON

At the March 25 meeting of the Student Government Association (SGA) the supervisors approved a revised motion on the Activity Fee and heard a report on a survey of the campus library.

The vote on the Activity Fee will be on April 4. The fee will now be $10 per student and will not include any allocations for campus clubs. The money from the fee will be used for entertainment, the SGA budget, the Chanticleer, the Mimosa, Radio Station WLJS, and other such organizations.

Applications due by April 6

Those wishing to apply for the editorship of the Chanticleer, Mimosa, and station manager of WLJS should submit materials to Mr. Jack Hopper in Public Relations by Friday, April 6.

Please note the following information (quoted from the Constitution of the Communications Board): "Approval of Candidates for Editors of the Student Publications. The Communications Board will screen, examine, and appoint the editors of student publications which include the Chanticleer, Mimosa, Pertelote, and the manager of the radio station. Faculty Advisors for all four publications will examine all applicants for editorships. The advisors are responsible for narrowing the number to two for each position. The Communications Board will vote for editor of each publication from the two finalists. All candidates must have at least one full academic year prior to graduation before being eligible candidates. It is recommended that the editor of the Chanticleer take the JN 30 before applying for the office.

The editor of the Mimosa must have successfully completed JN 304 before assuming office.

The station manager of WLJS must have successfully completed Radio Broadcasting 453. Candidates will be tested and interviewed by the advisors at a date to be announced. The two top finalists will then appear before the board.

Around April 1st....

Mimosa will be available

Shortly after April 1, the 1979 Mimosa will be available to all students who have been enrolled for the 1978 Fall Semester and the 1979 Spring Semester at Jacksonville State.

Students enrolled for only one semester may pay $2 and obtain a book.

Students who graduated in December, 1978 may obtain a book by contacting the Public Relations Office and paying $3 ($2 for the book and $1 for postage).

Each student must show his ID card and sign name and student number when picking the book up in Room 101 Bibb Graves Hall.

The distribution of books by the yearbook staff will begin as soon as the books are unloaded. It is impossible to give out books while they are still being brought into the staff room—so patience, please!

Bredesen gets personal with Sadat

The three major networks are now making bids on a very personal, probing interview with Anwar Sadat conducted by Harold Bredesen, a Lutheran minister, and Mr. Bredesen have a personal relationship with the recent Charismatic Christian Movement. Mr. Bredesen is host of "Charisma," a popular Christian program.

Sadat obtained an interview when all the major interviewers and diplomats failed, and the result—the interview itself, is really inspirational.

Sadat and Bredesen have a chemistry between them that makes the atmosphere totally casual and allows Bredesen to get very personal with Sadat. Sadat reveals a lot about himself, his ideas, and his people.

Sadat was charged when he was very young, with being a revolutionist and a terrorist. For one and one-half years he was imprisoned with nothing to read or do. Finally he obtained a novel, "Magnificent Obsession" and after reading it discovered that the Christian faith is much like his Islamic faith.

Sadat believes that the three major religions—Jewish, Christian, and Moslem are really one, in that they worship the same God. Sadat said that in his prison cell he fell in love with "the Lord of the Universe," and the peace that came with his relationship with God or Allah, has sustained him since.

Sadat believes himself, Begin, and President Carter to be called of God to bring peace to Egypt and Israel to fulfill the prophecies of Isaiah. Sadat revealed that the Koran Bible of the Islamic Faith contains the same information as the Old Testament of the Christian and Jewish Faith. This explains the abrupt trip to Israel that shocked the world.

There was a rumor that a law was about to be passed to abolish Christianity in Egypt. Sadat said that the law was proposed yet refused by the Parliament. Sadat even invited Billy Graham to visit his country and even to "crusade." Speaking of crusades, Sadat believes we are going to have a revolution in the Middle East.

Sadat plans to build a monument to the "God of the Universe" by constructing a temple and a Mosque at the same site in hope that the three faiths will pray in union for peace to the one God.

(See SADAT, Page 3)
Record set with 28 wins

By JANA M. MOON

I want to congratulate the Jacksonville State University baseball team, under the coaching of Rudy Abbott, for setting a new NCAA Division II record in straight wins with 28. They broke the record with their win over Huntingdon.

Today at their game with the University of Tennessee, I saw students really getting excited and involved. This crowd was one of the largest to ever attend a JSU baseball game.

I must admit I am not a very avid sports fan but watching them play was one of the most relaxing and enjoyable activities that I have participated in quite awhile.

I wish the team well in the Gulf South Conference race and am in great expectations of Jax State being number one in the nation.

New SGA officers are enthusiastic

By CHUCK AVERY

The attitudes of the newly elected officers of the SGA is one of enthusiasm and courage. These young people must be congratulated on their accomplishment.

Even though the student body did not pay much attention to the elections, the time is right to start to plan and organize for next year.

With the support of the student body and administration, your SGA can provide a better form of college life.

Your SGA has been a common receptacle for complaints and gripes from the student body, never receiving the support and backing it deserves. With the new administration coming into office, you, the student body, should take a good look at yourself and try to help in working out the problems on campus.

Present the SGA with some positive reactions and ideas like the adults you are instead of crying to them every time you scrape your knee.

Thanks is due

By MAURICE BOWLES

Postal Problems: The Postal Service is being abandoned by government agencies and private citizens because mail delivery is so slow and erratic. Now, even the stamp collectors are abandoning the mails. The Postal Commemorative Society sends its members a hard-cover album for mounting stamps—via the
The Chanticleer offices are located in Pannell Hall, Room 219 and 220, phone 455-8730, ext. 233. All correspondence should be directed to The Chanticleer, Box 36, Jacksonville State University, Jacksonville, Alabama, 36265.
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By PAUL MERRILL

It won't be too long before the summer holidays get here (summer's already here officially, you know) and if you are like the majority of the students on JSU's campus and other campuses all over, you will be looking diligently for a job. This is a prime time to summer and to make some money if you're going to get you through school next year.

Now is the time to start planning about how to get the most out of your summer. When you plan to do this summer and begin writing various organizations about employment, in case you are at a loss as to where to start to look for these job opportunities, perhaps I can give you a few tips. First of all, on the bulletin board in the Counseling Services Center, there is posted some opportunities for summer employment that you might want to look into. Also in our career library we have three or four career counseling services that are concerned with summer employment. One in particular that I have skimmed through is entitled "Summer Employment Guide, 1975." Each book has a list of summer jobs that you might want to be aware of. The summer might be a good time for you to get in some traveling and work in another section of the country.

Don't just think about doing something about getting a summer job. Get out and start looking right now. Begin sending letters to prospective employers and asking for applications. The old plane "the early bird gets the worm" could easily apply in the case of acquiring summer employment.

CDCS has summer employment info

By ERIC WILLIAMS

"Who are you going to vote for president?"
"I don't know."
"Well, I'm not going to vote for you."
"What if you have a problem with me or the others?"
"I don't think you heard me, sir."
"There is only one person running for president?"
"Yes!"
"Well, maybe you should try some other form of humor, you and really not very good at all, that one. . . oh, by the way, I was just notified earlier that I was listed as a possible candidate in the newspapers, did you ask me who I was voting for when there was no choice in the matter?"
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**NOTICE**

Mimosa? Why?

A year on the Mimosa staff looks good on your job applications. It means you are dependable and have worked well with all kinds of people - faculty, Greeks, SGA, administration - everyday!

Take Jn. 304 - this summer.
Features

Due to harsh environment

Shoshone's eat grasshoppers

In the American Southwest, the Great Basin Shoshone Indians hunted and gathered living totally off the resources of the desert. Due to the harshness of their environment, the Shoshone utilized a wide range of natural food resources. One plentiful resource of this arid environment was grasshoppers. Large communal "grasshopper drives" were used to round up these hopping critters. Grasshoppers were collected, cooked, then eaten.

Anthropology Minor

Understanding more about other cultures, like the Shoshone, is one of the specialties in the newest social science area—Anthropology. The development of prehistoric man and the remains of earlier civilizations are also examined by anthropologists for the information they can give on cultures that no longer exist. This knowledge about how cultures work and what happened in the past can aid in solving current problems of the modern world.

Here at JSU the Department of Sociology offers 12 courses in Anthropology where students can learn more about such diverse topics as Africa, Alabama Indians, and American culture as well as about themselves. A student with any major field of study including Sociology may minor in Anthropology. JSU has two professional anthropologists on the faculty now. Both have done field research into other cultures.

Dr. Sue Middleton-Keirn, who spent two and one-half years living and doing research in Africa, has been at JSU since Fall, 1975. She concentrates her teaching on cultural anthropology and on modern problems like human rights, and received her PhD from the University of Florida in 1975. Her travels have taken her to four continents including the countries of Guatemala, Mexico, Brazil, British India, Greece, Italy, Rhodesia, Botswana, Swaziland, Lesotho and South Africa, as well as to Bangladesh, near India, in the summer of 1976. Because of increased student interest and enrollment in Anthropology courses, Dr. Harry O. Holstein joined our faculty in Fall, 1978.

Dr. Holstein received his PhD in Anthropology from the University of Pittsburgh in 1978. His main area of interest are the area of North American archaeological excavations in Illinois, West Virginia and Pennsylvania. Presently, he is involved in developing an archaeological survey of Calhoun County. JSU students can participate in this survey by enrolling in his minimester course Principles of Archaeology (SY 309).

If you would like to learn more about Anthropology courses being offered in the near future or about an Anthropology minor be sure to contact either Dr. Middleton-Keirn or Dr. Holstein on the third floor of Brewer Hall or phone extension 249. In the upcoming minimester Dr. Holstein will be teaching a course introducing principles of Archaeology (SY 309) and Dr. Middleton-Keirn will be offering a course on Human Rights in Southern Africa (SY 308 12:30-2:30 daily).

Sadat

From Page 1

Bredesen had a vision of his growing close to Sadat that he had seen himself embracing Sadat. In the conclusion of the interview, Bredesen tells Sadat of his vision and Sadat unhesistantly embraces Bredesen, then says, "Why don't you just do it as we Egyptians do?" Then he hugs and kisses Bredesen on each cheek in the manner of his country.

The fact that the peace treaty signed Monday is a fulfillment of Christian, Jewish and Moslem prophecy makes the interview even more of interest.

PSYCHOLOGICAL PRESS

Dr. Sue Middleton-Keirn and Dr. Harry O. Holstein

JSU students to conduct survey

(Principles of Archaeology, SY 309)

JSU students this minimester will have the opportunity to discover prehistoric Indian sites within Calhoun County. Dr. Harry O. Holstein of the Department of Sociology, will instruct students in all the proper procedures of conducting an archaeological survey. Students will be trained at the Anniston Museum of Natural History.

At the museum, they will learn how to identify artifact types, mapping procedures and sites survey recording procedures. During the final weeks of the course, students will be taken out into the county to apply what they learned in the laboratory. All of the prehistoric sites that are located will be recorded by the students, and the survey forms on each site will be sent to the Archaeological Research Department of the University of Alabama. All of the recovered archaeological materials will be stored at the Anniston Museum. Hence, students will not only learn archaeology but they will do archaeology.

Initial survey work by Dr. Holstein within the immediate vicinity of the campus has located four prehistoric sites. These sites yielded hunting-gathering tools, ceramic (pottery) and waste lithic material (chert chips) which result from stone tool manufacturing. This archaeological material indicates a 6000 BC-AD1400 time span for these sites.

NOTICE

What Can Mimosa Do For Me?

Being on the staff can give you an edge in the job market for teachers. You’ll know how to do a yearbook and can, it’s fun! Take Jn. 304 this summer.
After more than 21 years....

Louise Sewell will retire

Faculty and staff members who have called Data Processing over the years have frequently been helped by a gentle-voiced, ever-pleasant and accommodating lady named Louise Sewell. Mrs. Sewell, who will retire this year, has been employed at JSU for more than 21 years. She has seen, she says, the enrollment increase over that period from "about 2500 to 7000 students." (She, of course, stressed the about; she is, by professional habit, conscientious concerning numbers and everything else.)

Of the students she insists, "They are very polite and nice." Asked to note the biggest difference between the student of today and that of 20 years ago, she quickly responded: "Money! The students today have much more money to spend."

Mrs. Sewell (née Bailey) was born in Birmingham, where she grew up, and in 1938 married Julian Sewell, a Jacksonville native. A woman still obviously very much in love with her husband, she reminisced: "We had a difficult time of it. The Depression was at its height. I worked, for example, at a ten-cent store for $12 a week. But, we were happy." Her husband, or rather being with him, is the reason she is retiring. "Everyone has been nice to me at JSU—faculty, staff and students. This was, I think, the hardest decision I've ever made, that is, to retire. It seemed to me it would be more fair to my husband. If I worked on many things we'd like to do together, we simply wouldn't be able to do." (Mr. Sewell retired a year, or so ago.)

Asked to relate one of the more humorous things she had witnessed over the years, Mrs. Sewell recalled having seen a student who was a bit older than the average, and female, cut the age entry out of the computer sheet.

Her many friends and co-workers had numerous complimentary things to say about her. We can't include them all, but here are a few:

Mrs. Effie Sawyer, Secretary to the President: "I have known Louise for more than 20 years and have never known her to be unpleasant, let alone unkind, to anyone. I shall miss her very much."

Mrs. Carolyn Hand, Secretary to the Vice President of Academic Affairs: "I should like to take this opportunity to wish Louise much happiness, as she and I share many fond memories of Jacksonville State University and its growth. We have shared many happy occasions and some sad ones. Always there has been camaraderie."

Mrs. Lucile Webb: "Louise is true-blue, through and through. She's jolly, friendly, cooperative. What to say? She very simply can't be beat."

Mr. Jimmy Green, Director of Data Processing: "Words like dedication, loyalty and dependability somehow seem inadequate to describe Mrs. Sewell. She is a humble person with patience and a willingness to carefully hear the point of view of others. She is interested in people and works diligently at providing assistance within the scope of responsibility of her job. Mrs. Sewell is a fine lady and has been a positive influence on those she works with and for. She is proud of her profession and certainly adds credibility to our claim to be the friendliest campus in the South."

Mrs. Sewell tells us that she plans to travel a great deal upon retirement. She especially wants to see Hawaii. We want to thank her on behalf of all the folks she has so graciously helped over the years and to hope that blue skies follow her the rest of a long and happy life!
Art exhibit set

The senior art exhibit will feature Henry Barnett, Leis Brasham, Jimmy Chandler, Katherine Cornelius, Chery Hye, Michael Pearson, and Karen Sewell in Hasmond Hall Gallery April 8-19. Gallery hours are 2:30-4:30 daily, with the opening and reception from 7-9, April 3. The public is invited.

Theatre to present plays

JSU’s 16th Cent Traveling Theatre presents three one-act plays, April 9 and 10, at 7:30 p.m. in the Self Theatre (across from Dixon Hall). Come enjoy the world of live theatre!

Health Careers Club to meet

The last Health Careers Club meeting for the semester will be April 3, at 7 p.m. in Room 112 MAH. Dr. A. W. Talladena, an oral surgeon from Gadsden, will be the guest speaker. Officers for next year will also be elected at this meeting. The talk is open to everyone, but especially anyone interested in a health profession.

Programs will suffer due to 10 percent cutback

By JANAY M. MOON

"We will have to have a 10 percent increase to stay where we are," said President Stone at a luncheon for the Student Government Association.

He went on to say that if Jacksonville State had to cut 10 percent out of their budget for the next academic year that some programs would go up $200 (even then it would still be the cheapest in the state). He wanted to make education available to as many students as possible.

Sociology honor society will be formed at JSU

The Department of Sociology has received formal approval to establish a chapter of Alpha Kappa Delta at Jacksonville State University. Alpha Kappa Delta is an international honor society for sociologists, and chapters may be granted only to institutions where there are offered at least 10 sociology courses in Sociology, or 30 semester hours, exclusive of summer sessions, (2) where there are at least three doctoral instructors who devote full-time to teaching sociology, and (2) where at least one course in theory and one in research methods are required, (2) where the chapter has been named ETA of Alabama and had to be approved by the three-fourths affirmative vote by the 240 AKD faculty-advisors. Candidates for membership in AKD must have completed at least 10 credit hours in sociology, must have at least a general scholastic average of "B" in all sociology courses, and must be in the upper 30 percent of their classes in Sociology. Candidates for election to AKD are considered without regard to race, creed, sex or national origin.

The charter members for the JSU Chapter of AKD have already been elected and are as follows: Brenda A. Baird, Carol Davis, Sheree Foxx, Marti C. Landrum, Callie T. Longshore, Susan MacDonald, Marilyn McCoy, Cenefeld C. Muder, Billie A. Pinkard, Andrea Mitchell Rice, Catherine A. Stotes, Cathy M. Watts, Julia Womack, Karen Lynn Woods and Betty Young.

Classifieds

MOBILE HOME FOR SALE

12' x 68', furnished 2 BR, electric range, air cond., large hot water heater. Located within walking distance of campus. Senior needs to sell. 435-7903.

FOR SALE

750 Honda. $800. Call the Chanticleer for more information.

73 Centurion loaded with extras. $1,100 or best offer. 435-9896.

Communications Board to meet

The Communications Board will meet April 10 at 3 p.m. in the Board Room, Bibb Graves Hall, to interview applicants for editor of the Chanticleer, Pertelote, and the Mignon and applicants for manager of WLJS. Appointments for each position will be made and announced at the close of the meeting.

Membership of the board is comprised of four faculty members appointed by Dr. Stone, the SGA president and three students appointed by him. The board is chaired by Jack Hopper, director of Public Relations, and administrative assistant to the president.

Social workers converse at JSU

Seventy-five students and professional social workers met last Wednesday, March 31, in the Roundhouse. The occasion was the celebration of Social Work Month, and accordingly, awards were presented by the National Association of Social Workers.

A plaque for Citizen of the Year was awarded to Joel Vavch, MD, for his work with child-abusing families in Talladega. Dr. Vavch was accompanied by his wife and seven year old son (who un-pocketed his cap pistol periodically during the meeting, but shot no one). A plaque for Social Worker of the Year was presented to Shirley Hamer, ACSW, for having organized Parent's Anonymous Group (for称之为mothers and fathers) in Talladega.

Social work presentation

professionally and wish to earn salaries in excess of $15,000 a year...are social workers.

Awards not given due to lack of interest

Sigma Tau Delta regretfully announces that due to a general lack of interest and a few entries no awards will be given for the writing contest. The judges returned. They will be held in Dr. Blanton's office until April 6.

We hope that future attempts at contests of this nature will gain greater participation.

Social scholarship to be awarded in fall

English majors who are juniors and seniors with at least one academic year to complete may apply for the Pauline O'Brien Memorial Scholarship in the amount of $150 to be awarded in the 1979 Fall Semester.

Requirements include a 2.0 GPA in the English major, an application, transcript, and three letters of recommendation from faculty or staff members. The application, transcript, and letters of recommendation must be turned in to Dr. Clyde Cox, chairman of the English Department no later than April 16.

Dr. Cox will appoint a committee of professors to review the applications and determine the recipient who will be notified of the decision.

The recipient may claim the scholarship in the fall by presenting his or her statement for tuition from the business office, verifying registration as a full-time student.

THE CHANTICLEER
that some programs were going to suffer. President Stone also said he was proud that JSU lead the lowest tuition in the state and hoped that it would not be forced to

be received in the rear of Self Cafeteria April 4-6, 1-4 p.m. daily. To avoid deductions on deposit: make sure unit is clean and all parts are intact.

instruct will gain great interest.

Gena Estes President, Sigma Tau Delta

In any event, benefits would be taught by Dr. Tom Veterans material, that some programs were separation from military "What we're emphasizing this year so that it could be their entitlement to GI Bill benefits during the duty. The law provides here," Davis said, still make at least partial the figure represents the nationwide basis more that it would not be forced to

that Vietnam Era veterans in Alabama will lose their entitlement to GI Bill benefits this year

approximately 12,000 Vietnam Era veterans in Alabama will lose their entitlement to GI Bill benefits during the next year. VA Regional Office Director William Davis said the figure represents the total number of veterans who will have reached the 10-year anniversary of their separation from military duty. The law provides veterans with a 10-year time limit to use educational and training benefits.

Davis said that while some 72 percent of Alabama's veterans have used some or all of their GI Bill rights, there are thousands who can still make at least partial use of their remaining time. VA estimates that on a nationwide basis more than half the number of veterans who have GI Bill eligibility today will lose it by 1984. "What we're emphasizing here," Davis said, "is the time factor. To make maximum use of GI Bill rights a veteran must be aware of the 10-year limit and get started well before time runs out." A typical Vietnam Era veteran, for example, might have left the service in 1975, having earned maximum training or education entitlement. If that same veteran were to embark on a full-time, four-year college program, it should be started this year so that it could be completed by 1980 when the veteran's eligibility expires. In any event, benefits would be payable only until the veteran reached the time limit no matter how far along the program was. "There are so many ways the GI Bill can be adapted to individual needs and circumstances," Davis said. "I hate to see anyone lose their rights to this program simply because they let time slip by."

Veterans concerned about their GI Bill benefits status can call the VA Regional Office in Montgomery at this toll-free number: 1-800-392-8054.

 Approximately 12,000 Vietnam Era veterans in Alabama will lose their entitlement to GI Bill benefits this year.

Environment, art and terrorism

scheduled for minimester 1979

Drs. Benton, Olander, Rollins and Seagle will jointly teach Current Issues in Biology (By 400). Each instructor will explore the area of Environmental problems in which he/she specializes. Dr. Benton says, that the "course will include sufficient background material, but will concentrate on the environmental problems of the middle 1970s." Approximately one field trip per week will be taken. Please join them.

Dr. Oakley Holmes is lecturing on the Survey of Black American Art for the minimester of 1979. His information consists of books, films, slides, etc. There are approximately 14,000 years of known black art, but due to bias, this art hasn't been adequately represented. In 19 class periods, Dr. Holmes will include selected works dating from the 18th century to the present. The crime of the future and the greatest threat to democracy may be terrorism. The course of Terrorism and The Criminal Justice system, appearing in the minimester 1979 schedule, will be taught by Dr. Tom Nicholison. This graduate level course will include historical background material, prevention and recent terrorist activities such as the anti-Castro group, Omega Seven.

 approximately 12,000 Vietnam Era veterans in Alabama will lose their entitlement to GI Bill benefits this year.

approximately 12,000 Vietnam Era veterans in Alabama will lose their entitlement to GI Bill benefits this year.

approximately 12,000 Vietnam Era veterans in Alabama will lose their entitlement to GI Bill benefits this year.
Six Flags: A 331-acre family entertainment center with six themed areas containing over 100 rides, shows and attractions. A member of the Six Flags family and the south's original family fun center. Location: I-20 West, Six Flags Road, just 10 minutes from downtown.


Six Flags—Fun center for all.
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Wet Willie to appear

Wet Willie will be in concert April 9 at 7:30 p.m. in the Amphitheater next to Merrill Hall. Admission is free.
Melba Moore

Little in the title role) which led to her performance ultimately in “Timbuktu” and her TV portrayal in “Harriet Tubman.”

Helm, Bizet, Debussy, Mozart, Puccini and Quilter. Miss Haywood is a member and soloist in the A Cappella Choir and has held roles in the university’s productions of “Gianni Schicchi,” “Trouble in Tahiti,” “A Game of Chance,” and “Man of La Mancha.”

Miss Haywood is a student of Dian Lawler and is assisted by Miss Edna Holland, pianist, and Dr. Jerry Davis, oboe d’armore.

JSU to present comic opera

The combined departments of Music and Drama at Jacksonville State University will present the comic opera Gianni Schicchi by Giacomo Puccini in English at 8 p.m. tonight in Self Theater on the Jacksonville State University campus. No admission fee will be charged. Set in 13th Century Florence, the opera’s setting provides a vehicle for romantic lyricism as well as for comedy, and contains both the florid style of the “Golden Age of Singing” and the rapid “patter singing” of earlier comic operas.

Here’s the answer

BONEY M

Q: What nationality are the members of Boney M? What city do they live in at present? Have they been together as a group? What are the ages and names of the members? Have they had many hits? Does the name of the group have any significance? Ken McKay, Winnipeg.

A: You certainly have enough questions, Ken, but we’ll try to answer them! Boney M. consists of four members: Bobby Farrell, both in Arabia; Liz Mitchell, born in Jamaica; Maizie Williams, born in the Canary Islands; and Marcia Barrett, born in Jamaica. There’s also a fifth member of the group—Frank Farina, their creator and producer.

The group’s ages vary from 26 to 30. They came into being in 1976, when Farina, a German singer, had a hit record called “Baby Do You Wanna Dance?” Only, instead of releasing it under his name, he listed the group as Boney M. When the record became a hit in Holland, Farina had to find a group to perform the song on television—he found the current four members who were living in Germany, and they became Boney M.

Since then, the group has had hit after hit throughout Great Britain, Europe, South Africa, Japan and Russia. According to Farina, the name came about when he turned on the TV and saw the credits at the end of a German detective series, and one of the names was “Boney.” He added the “M.” and the group had a name—even though at that point, there wasn’t a group.

FABULOUS POODLES

Q: I bought a copy of the album “Mirror Stars” by the Fabulous Poodles recently and think it’s one of the best things I’ve ever heard. Who?

(See ANSWER, Page 6)

This coupon may be redeemed with $7.50 for a Main Gate admission ticket to Six Flags Over Georgia. Redeemable at the Main Gate only. Not valid with any other discount. Good only on March 24, 25, 31, and April 1, 7-15, 21, 22, 28 and 29, 1979. One coupon per person. Regular ticket price $9.25. Children two years old and younger admitted free. Park ticket must be used date of purchase only.
**Entertainment ... Continued**

**Will Jefferson Starship lose Grace Slick?**

Although Jefferson Starship is rapidly moving into the higher reaches of the album charts with “Gold,” their new compilation LP, the band is currently in a holding pattern.

Anyssy Dunbar, formerly of Journey, joined the band when drummer John Barbata was forced into temporary retirement due to a serious automobile accident. But the Starship can’t go into the studio to record their next LP until lead singer Grace Slick decides whether or not she wants to remain with the band.

The Starship will go on, no matter what happens, according to Paul Kantner, the band’s nominal leader. After all, the band has weathered changes of every sort for over a decade—first as Jefferson Airplane in the 1960s and then as the newer, more streamlined version known as Jefferson Starship. Kantner sits on a second-floor office in the Starship residence, an old Victorian mansion in the Haight-Ashbury section of San Francisco. It’s filled with more than 10 years’ worth of musical memorabilia. Scattered about are old Fillmore Hall posters from the heyday of the San Francisco bands, framed magazine covers from Life and Rolling Stone and publicity shots depicting the various evolutionary stages of one of rock’s more enduring bands.

“We don’t know what Grace is going to do yet,” says Kantner. “The musicians in the band are working up new material right now, and that’s taking up our time at the moment. We’re actively seeking the return of both Grace and Mary Ballin to the band, but we’ll get another singer if need be.”

Despite the uncertain situation, Kantner expresses confidence. “I trust it’ll all work out in the right way. Things can’t help but work out.”

Grace’s various personal problems came to a head last year during a concert appearance in Germany, when she backed out of a show at the last minute.

“Grace got sick and we couldn’t do the show,” explains the 24-year-old guitarist Craig Chaquico. “But we didn’t find that out until the last minute. The band was at the concert and the other half was at the hotel waiting on the doctor’s verdict.

“As it turned out, she couldn’t go. After the opening act finished, we were all set to go on. We had to announce that Grace couldn’t make it, and we wouldn’t go on without her.”

The audience stormed the stage after the announcement was made. According to Chaquico, the promoter’s representative, who made the announcement, was supposed to tell the audience they would get their money back—but at the promoter’s instruction, he didn’t.

“The stage got torn down and they set it on fire,” Chaquico says. “All our equipment was destroyed.”

The group’s guitars were saved from the configuration, but were later stolen. The Starship went on to play their other European dates without Grace, using rented equipment.

Under the adverse circumstances, both Kantner and Chaquico were pleased with the reception the Starship received from other audiences on the tour. “As Churchill said,” Chaquico remarked with a smile, “it was our finest hour.”

Grace Slick’s history of alcohol consumption is the stuff rock and roll legends are made of, but according to Chaquico, she has put an end to drinking—and possibly an end to her participation in the group as well.

“In Europe, in all the hotels, they have little refrigerators full of tiny bottles of every kind of liquor one can imagine,” Chaquico explains. “The fridge just says ‘drink me, drink me.’”

“Now she’s working her problems out,” says Kantner. “She’s trying to find herself. She’s doing very well. Grace is studying physics, doing some night school stuff, going to seminars and talking with a lot of different people. I don’t know how long that process is going to take, or if it’ll turn out in our favor.”

But bassist and keyboard player Pete Sears seems to think it will. “I think it’ll come together,” says Sears. “She’s a beautiful woman, a very clever woman, and that’s why it’s so distressing to see her messed up on alcohol. She’d drink and become a totally different person, very hostile and irrational. I’m glad she finally came to her senses. Hopefully, she’ll come back for the next album. I think she probably will.”

In the meantime, Kantner and the rest of the band have considered other singers as replacements for Grace, should the need arise. Cabaret singer Helen Schneider is one person whom Kantner has considered. She isn’t an obvious choice, but Kantner dose she loves her voice. “I always like to do the unexpected,” he says. “I don’t want to go out and get a replacement with long, dark hair who sings ‘White Rabbit’ just like Grace Slick. I want a person who would be just as strong as Grace, but in her own way.”

There is always the possibility of continuing with Marty Balin as lead singer, but Kantner would rather have a female drummer. “I’m probably the one in the group who wants two (female) singers the most,” he says. “To me, a male and female on stage is so basic. It’s a yin-yang thing to have those forces represented, and it’s also appealing on a mass level.”

“If we do have to go out and find another vocalist,” says drummer Dunbar, “it could be very good for the right person. Someone would be stepping into a situation that could make them a star.”

The Starship’s other bassist-keyboardist, David Freiberg, adds that no one is putting pressure on Grace to come to an immediate decision. “We haven’t pushed Grace about this at all,” he says. “We hadn’t started recording without a female singer, though. There’s always something they can add to the recording process.”

For a band constantly fraught with changes, the members of the Starship seem remarkably cheerful. “It certainly makes life interesting when things are always changing,” Freiberg says. “I pause for a moment and then adds with a laugh, ‘That’s a Chinese curse, you know. ‘May you live in interesting times.’”
ANDY KAUFMAN
Q: I think Andy Kaufman, who plays the crazy mechanic on "Taxi," is the best thing on the show. What other shows has he appeared in, and can you give me some background? Thanks. Mary Truitt, Omaha, Neb.
A: Andy's not an easy person to find out information about, Mary, because in real life he tends to be as zany as Latka, the character he plays on "Taxi." Andy was performing for anyone who would watch—mainly his family—from the time he was a young boy. He grew up in the Long Island area, and started doing impressions for his friends, many of which he still does, including: Elvis Presley, Olatunji, the West African percussionist and the Singing Man, which is a bit like Latka's character.
Andy started performing in small clubs, then started getting guest spots on variety and talk shows, including "Saturday Night Live" and the Dick Van Dyke show, and finally got the part on "Taxi." Like fellow comedian, Robin Williams, Andy spends a lot of his time off the set working on his own act, and loves performing in front of an audience.

Stephen J. C. Bổy
In our column last week, we misidentified the famous duck. It is not Mary Ann Mason of Admissions.

And because Mary Ann Mason is a licensed public relations person, she is under contract to not talk to us. You are cordially invited to consider her your own personal public relations person.

Boney M: a hit in Europe & Russia

and satire in a way that bears a passing resemblance to early Kinks and the Who. The line-up consists of Bobby Valenti (mandolin, guitar and vocals); Bryn B. Burrows (drums, backing vocals and screams) and Richie C. Robertson (bass, lead guitar and vocals).

Although "Mirror Stars" is their first official American album, some of the songs did appear on an album in England in 1978 which was produced by the Who's John Entwistle.

CHRIS LEMMON
Q: Can you settle an argument for me? My brother says the guy who plays Check on "Brothers and Sisters" is the son of actor Jack Lemmon, but I don't think so. Can you give us the right answer? Dave Moore, Asbury Park, N. J.
A: Your brother wins, Dave. Chris Lemmon, alias Checko, is Jack Lemmon's son. Chris has been acting since he was 19, although originally, he wanted to be a classical pianist and only changed his mind when his father suggested he try some drama.

Incidently, Adam. The album, which is the group's first, is slowly climbing the charts and the group had been attracting a lot of attention. The Fab Four, as they are affectionately known, were formed in England in 1974. They took their name from Frank Zappa, and as you'll have gathered from the album, they combine rock and roll, pop and soul in a way that's never been done before.
Baseball

Streak ends at 28 in a row

By ALLEN CLARK

Jacksonville's winning streak was stopped short last week at 28 games in a row by extremely tough Troy State at Troy. The Gamecocks lost both games in a doubleheader by the scores of 1-3 and 5-6.

The big bats just couldn't seem to hit against Trojan pitcher Rick Harrison who held Jax State to only two hits and walked only two in the first game, stopping the streak and beating conference leading pitcher David Evans for his first loss of the season.

In the second game it looked like another Gamecock win, but they were to be denied. Leading the entire ballgame, the Gamecocks tried to protect a one run lead going into the bottom of the final inning, but with one man on second and two outs, cleanup man Stan McCauley for Troy, jacked a homer out of the ballpark to go ahead of Jax State 6-5. In that ballgame Crestwell Pratt hit two homeruns for the Gamecocks.

The two losses didn't hurt the Gamecocks at all. According to the optimistic Pratt, "We will win the conference, no doubt."

Head Coach Rudy Abbott wasn't pleased with all the heckling from the Troy stands but as he says, "There's always hecklers and there always will be hecklers, but the team's going to play good ball anyway". The Troy fans harassed the Gamecocks the entire game from beginning to end.

Steve Gamble makes it to home safe by the skin of his teeth

The two losses didn't hurt the Gamecocks at all. According to the optimistic Pratt, "We will win the conference, no doubt."

Head Coach Rudy Abbott wasn't pleased with all the heckling from the Troy stands but as he says, "There's always hecklers and there always will be hecklers, but the team's going to play good ball anyway". The Troy fans harassed the Gamecocks the entire game from beginning to end.

After taking a one day break, the Gamecocks proved that Rudy Abbott knows his team well as they whitewashed Wisconsin-Whitewater in both games of a doubleheader, 11-4 and 8-2.

In the opener, Richard Love, a freshman, pitched a six-hitter to run his record to 2-0. Joey Brasfield pitched a fine three-hitter in the second game, holding Whitewater to only two runs. His record now stands at 2-0.

The big bats for Jacksonville were Dennis Cleveland and Ray Brock. Cleveland hit a double and three singles while Brock hit a triple and two singles.

The Gamecocks' record after the two games Saturday stood at 39-2. The team set a new NCAA division II record, of 28 consecutive wins, with a 12-9 win over Huntington last Tuesday.
Ladies’ track team places number five ahead of Vanderbilt

The Ladies’ track team traveled down to Tuscaloosa for the Alabama Invitational Track Meet on March 24 and according to Coach Dick Bell did quite well against both Division I and Division II teams. The ladies placed closely behind LSU and placed ahead of Austin Peay Tuskegee and Division I Vanderbilt. Jacksonville was fifth in the tourney.

Top finisher for the Gamecocks was Coco Collins who took a first in the 400 meter hurdles. Karen Mitchell placed fifth in the event. Coco also took fourth place in the 110 meter hurdles. Georgia Barnett placed a strong third in the high jump and Coco again placed at sixth spot. Georgia also placed fifth in the long jump. Gayle Umprey placed sixth in the discus while Jan Roberts took fifth in the javelin. Kay Tingley and Sythera Bruner placed fifth and sixth in the 5000 meter.

The ladies placed fourth in the mile relay with Yvette Spillman, Georgia Barnett, Becky Threatt and Coco Collins.

Men’s track team posts first home win

On March 28, the Jacksonville State track team posted its first home win with a score of 81 points over rivals Jefferson State (37) and Samford University (33).

The meet looked like it was going in Jeff State’s favor after the sprints but they were just too weak in the long distance runs and in the field events.

The star of Jeff State, Emmitt King, won the 100 meter dash with a time of 10.02. King is one of the finest sprinters in the world at this time. Earlier this year he beat world class sprinter Harvey Glance. Glance won a gold medal in the ’76 Olympics. Jax State’s Derrick Whitely placed third in the event.

In the 200 meter dash, Whitely placed second while Donald Young placed third in the event. In the 400 meter it was Jeff State again taking the first two places and Jax’s Michael Vaughn and Steve Sheffield taking third and fourth.

Jacksonville took the first two places in the 800 meter with Eric Tallbacka (2:02) and Steve Estes. Tallbacka took first in the mile run with Steve Estes taking second behind him again. Both clocked in at just over 4:10.

Samford’s runner took the first two places in the 2 mile run with Jax’s Will Calvert taking third. Jacksonville took both the 400 meter and 1000 meter relays. In the high jump Jim Jones took 1st and Sherwin Sledge 2nd. In the long jump Mark Cooper placed second. Calvin Sledge placed second in the javelin while Pat Fulmer placed fourth. Fulmer also took first place in the discus and second in the shot put.
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Steve Machen has definitively been a big factor for the Gamecocks record, but what's with the tongue, Steve?

Steve Machen is the team's top singles player and has left the team with a 10-1 record against Birmingham number 3 doubles. Robert Marman is still the number 1 doubles player with Jack McClanahan. Benji Spann is still number 2 doubles with Marman. We were expected to play some of the finest matches and represented Jacksonville well.

In the AUB-Montgomery Review: We players around. Jackie's brother, Terry, are in 22nd position while Sebring winners Bob Akin, Rob Mears and Roy Woods are in 9th position. The series is sanctioned by the Federation Internationale de l'Automobile and is recognized as the leading international series for Grand Touring racing machines. Rounding out the top 10 in the point standings are: 7th, Jim Downing, USA; 3 points; 8th, Raper Mar- decoll, USA; 3 points; 9th, Lance Van Ewy, USA; 2 points; and 10th, Ash Tisdelle, USA; 3 points.

The reigning World Challenge For Endurance Drivers Champion, John Paul, has yet to score a point in this year's series although he has been a race leader. Each of the participating circuits in the World Challenge post $10,000 per event in the series with the point fund distributed among the world's top 10 endurance drivers at season's end.

The series is sanctioned by the Federation Internationale de l'Automobile and is recognized as the leading international series for Grand Touring racing machines.

Steve Machen has dominated the GSC pitching statistics with his perfect 0.00 ERA. A 4-0 record matched by two teammates and 32 strikeouts in 25 innings. Jacksonville, combining the near perfect hurling with some lucky hitting, recorded 27 straight victories and jumped to a 24-4 record in GSC play.

Evans, however, has not posted the most wins. That honor belongs to Mississippi College's Mike Persons who has a 3-1 mark. Southeastern Louisiana University's Steve Houck has matched Evans' 3-1 mark, pitching two more innings.

On the offensive side of the ledger, Jacksonville's Jerome Coleman leads the league in runs scored (28) and stolen bases (13). The University of Tennessee - Martin's Bill Zipp holds the top batting mark .319 with nine other batters swinging at a .400 clip or better.

Other individual hitting leaders include Livingston University's Parker Wilson in home runs (8); Jacksonville's Ray Brook in doubles (10); Troy State's Gary Bruckner in runs batted in (23); Mississippi College's Charlie Russell in bases on balls (21) and Coleman and teammate Steve Gamble, each with 20 base hits.

Some sparkling pitching by David Evans and an almost unbelievable 27-2 record posted by Jacksonville State highlight the first baseball statistics released by the Gulf South Conference.

Evans, a hurler for Jacksonville, has pitched two no-hitters, one-hitter and not yielded a run in 25 innings of hurling this spring. The junior right-hander has a 1.50 ERA and has left the team with a 1-0 record against Jacksonville number 3 doubles.

The season in review: We beat Gadsden State 9-4, Huntington 5-3 and number 2 doubles number 3 doubles with Machen. Cash played well last year and we're glad to see him back on the courts again. Currently, Cash is playing number 4 singles and number 2 doubles with Machen and number 2 doubles with Machen.

Bruce Cash, last year's number 4 seed in singles and number 2 doubles with Machen. Cash played well last year and we're glad to see him back on the courts again. Currently, Cash is playing number 4 singles and number 2 doubles with Machen.

The team's stronghold this year has without a doubt been our No. 2 singles and No. 1 doubles team. Jackie, a senior, has only low match all season and has played some of the finest players around. Jackie's serve and volley combined with his quick ground strokes and powerful overhead have proven too much for many a worthy opponent. Jackie and Steve Machen, the team's only other senior, has the team's second best singles win-loss record.
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One big change for this team is the comeback of
still number 2 doubles with person State 1-8. Jeff State team's second best singles
was our toughest com- win-loss record.

Lake Placid 1980.
Our only home advantage
will be your support.

Without your help, we can't afford to win.

Without a sign...

COPPER PENNY

Tues. Check The Sign

Wed. Ladies Nite Ladies Drink
Free From 8-9
No Cover For Anyone

Thurs. Drink Or Drown
$4 For Guys $2 For Gals
All You Can Drink From
8-1 AM

Fri. & Sat. Disco College ID
½ Price Cover

Sun. Family Nite 16 in. Combo
Pizza $1 Off

Mon. No Cover 25¢ Draft 8-9

Daily Luncheon Buffet
All You Can Eat $2.50

We Still Have Our Deli Sandwiches